
What makes news?

What are the events that are 

perceived as news and 

WHY?



What makes News?

News is new information

News is looking at a subject from a 

new perspective

 The gap between "How things work" 

and "How things are supposed to 

work



An idea is an angle about a subject that 

will interest the audience. And how do you  

find them?

 Your powers of observation

 Ideas from newspapers   

 The Internet / Websites

 Television and Radio  

 Contacts  

 Ideas File  

 PR Departments  

 Advertisements

 Diary Events  

 Magazines, books and other 

 Feature ideas from a news story 



The investigative process

 Tip – Tipsters

 Formation of story idea

 Formulation of the problem

 Preliminary research feasibility study

 Plan of action – Synopsis



From idea to front page or prime time: 

Feasibility research

Development of the idea to a sharp angle

 Plan of action-synopsis

 Preliminary research



Mind Mapping

Identifying various aspects and angles 

of the story and setting the priorities



Mind map more sources

 You may also make a mind map on 
sources. 

 The mind map is a useful tool for 
journalists to develop our ideas and to 
find sources for our stories. 

 You can always call on your colleagues 
to help brainstorming and record it on 
any piece of paper.



Setting objectives

Minimum story

Maximum story



Types of sources

Written sources

 Sources of knowledge

 Sources of experience

 Field visits: Observations

Research interviews

 Partisan sources

Key interview(s)



Journalistic Research 

 Research is the method by which we gather information.  It may 
involve asking questions, or reading pre-existing publications or 
witnessing something with our own eyes.  The dictionary 
definition of the verb ‘to research’ is: to search or investigate 
thoroughly

 We need to know what we want to achieve and we need to 
have a plan.  We can use our own observations where possible 
and/or talk to other people, including eyewitnesses and experts. 



 Libraries are a valuable source of research. They may contain 
reference, historical, biographical and factual books, magazines 
and newspapers. 

 The internet is fast becoming one of the most invaluable 
research tools for journalists. But proceed with caution, and 
never assume that any one source is infallible.



Prioritising research

 Facts are facts, but they can be changed by other facts. It 
is not enough to discover a piece of information and print 
it. Compare data and think about the implications . If 
something does not appear to add up, you should go 
back to your source and ask more questions.

 This means taking a little time to plan your work.  Think 
logically of where you are most likely to find precise and 
accurate information.  Make a list of the sources you are 
likely to use.  Then, take a little more time to think of how 
those sources might interact.

 Research overload

 Finding out too much information will hamper your efforts 
to write good features. To avoid this problem, keep 
strictly to your brief. Only research and select the facts 
that are relevant.



What should emerge from 

research?

 Research should uncover facts which enable you to write 
an accurate feature.  In addition you should always seek 
the unusual and the unexpected – the additional piece of 
information that will lift the feature from the mundane to 
the spectacular.  Train yourself to think laterally. Open 
your mind to all possibilities. 

 Fast research

 Newspapers need to be topical, so it will sometimes 
necessary for feature material to be researched very 
quickly.  This does not, however, mean cutting corners. 
Double-check facts.  If you are in any doubt about the 
validity of something you are about to write – leave it out.



How does research work with 

opinion pieces?

 If you are asked to write a leader column, which projects 
the opinion of the newspaper, or your own opinion page, 
you will probably use items in the news as your focus.  
The facts on which you base your comments must be 
correct.  That may mean allowing time to do your own 
research.

 Picture research: All writers should remain aware of the 
power of pictures and the need to think, in advance of 
writing, about how a feature will be illustrated in the 
pages of the newspaper.

 Organising data: Try to organise as you go along. Print 
out vital pages from websites and mark pages in books 
that contain data you need to use.  Make your selection 
of relevant cuttings before you start to write.  Keep clutter 
on your desk to a minimum. 



Gathering information and 

interacting with the sources

 Primary and secondary sources

 Briefing- A continuous process 

 off the record and on the record

 Press conference

 Press tours



Assess the reliability of the 

sources 

Ask yourself if the sources are:

 real (as existing, not pretending to be)?

 close to the events (in time and space)?

 primary sources (opposite secondary 
sources)?

 having open or hidden motives (also 
experts)?

 blinded by opinion, prejudice, interests, 
fear, personal repression or the like



WHO HAS FIRST HAND 

KNOWLEDGE ON:

1. personal experience with the problem?

2. scientific research or surveys of the 

problem?

3. decisions?

4. rules and practices in the field?

5. similar problems?



WHO KNOWS:

1. about the causes and background?

2. consequences?

3. decision-makers in the field?



WHO WILL GAIN:

 if the problem is exposed in public?

 if the problem is solved?

 by status quo?



How to approach the Source

 When sources are met with our critical 

questions they accuse us for being negative 

 The criticism has to be professional and 

demands a very creative  approach 

 The critical questions are  both sceptical 

and concretizing   

 Professional criticism questions the motives 

and capability of our sources improve the 

credibility of your sources



Looking beyond 

It is said that what  is being revealed 

it not news but what  is being 

concealed it news. 

To dig out the concealed requires a 

lot of professional skills  and how to 

interact with the source



Ask concrete questions 

 Always get answers on the 5W and the H

 Ask as concrete as possible: “How big?  How many 
years ago? What date? What time?” 

 Try to establish a perspective of the information: You 
should not only ask: “How many?” but also: “How 
many in relation to the previous years?”

 Always ask: “How do you know that?” That is one of the 
most critical and concretizing questions. 

 A must is to ask: “Can you give an example?” Always 
ask for causes and consequences

 When a source claim, that he will do something to 
change a situation always ask: “What will you do? 
How? When? Can I write that?” 



Devil’s advocate

 Be the devil’s advocate: Ask the questions of the 

opponent, even to sources you agree with, because it 

sharpens their argumentation – or reveal if it is not well 

founded.

 When someone complains and grumbles you should 

always ask them: “How does it affect your life?” and 

“What have you done to change or ease the situation?” 

It makes the grumbler more trustworthy – and sort out 

the professional grumblers.

And remember: Listen and follow up!



Interviews
Intend to discover facts, opinions or 

emotions

 Informational interview

Opinion interview

 Vox-pop 

 Emotional interview

Conformational interview

Doorstep interview

 Profile interview

Celebrity interview



INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES

Various Types of Questions

Open Question

Closed Question

Loaded Question

Leading Question

Multiple Answer Question

Link Question



Structure of a News Story

 Intro 

 Explanatory details 

Descriptive details 

 Additional information 

 Background information 



Outlining the story

 Headline

 Intro

 Body

 Conclusion

 Key issues

 Key quotes

 Pictures

 Graphics

 Box items

 Heightening key points or sharp quotes etc.



AND never forget what you have been told in very beginning !!!

Every kind of journalistic contribution, in one or other form, must 

answer:

Who

What

When

Where

Why

How
One point may be noted here: when we are answering first four 

questions, we are generally factual and the moment we start 
answering last two questions element of interpretation is 

introduced and we ought to be extra careful and not jump into 
sweeping conclusions or unsubstantiated generalizations



NEWSWORTHINESS

 How to decide newsworthiness of an event, idea or 
problem (Evaluating information or any information 
package)

 Audience

 Impact

 Proximity

 Timeliness

 Prominence (Size)

 Context

 Policy Parameters

 Specific Informational Value

 Unusualness



How to maintain credibility?

 Accuracy

 Fairness

 Balance

 Attribution

Objectivity



Objectivity and Bias
Bias is a small word that identifies the collective influences 

of the entire context of a message

 Human communication always takes place in a 
context

 Through a medium, and among individuals and 
groups 

 Who are situated historically, politically, 
economically, and socially 

Journalist attempts to be objective by two

methods:

 Fairness to those concerned with the news

 A professional process of information gathering 
that seeks fairness, completeness, and 
accuracy



Kinds of Biases

Commercial bias

 Visual bias

 Bad news bias

Narrative bias

 Status Quo bias

 Fairness bias

Glory bias



Two Major Streams in Journalism

 Episodic Journalism:  Reporting Event: 

What was happening

 Thematic Journalism: Reporting the 

process that goes into happening of the 

event; explain why it was happening



Various Types of Journalistic Writings: 
The combination of facts, analysis and Opinion 

defines the journalistic  writing 

 News Item & News Report

 News Analysis

 Analytical and Interpretative Reporting

 Feature/Featured Reporting

 Interview

 Commentary

 Article

 Editorial

 Profile, Review, Review Article etc.
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